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a b s t r a c t
We examine classes of real-valued functions of 0–1 variables closed under algebraic
operations as well as topological convergence, and having a certain local characteristic
(requiring that any function not in the class should have a k-variable minor not belonging
to this class). It is shown that for k = 2, the only 4 maximal classes with these properties
are those of submodular, supermodular, monotone increasing and monotone decreasing
functions. All the 13 locally defined closed classes are determined and shown to be
intersections of the 4 maximal ones. All maximal classes for k ≥ 3 are determined and
characterized by the sign of higher order derivatives of the functions in the class.
© 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
We study certain remarkable classes of real-valued functions in several 0–1 variables. These classes are closed under a
number of algebraic closure criteria, and also closed topologically. They include, and generalize certain properties of the
much studied classes of increasing, decreasing, supermodular and submodular functions, as well as the classes of linear,
quadratic, and generally degree m functions. The closure conditions considered in this paper are partially related to but
different from those considered in [3], and the classification of closed classes appears to bemore difficult.We give a complete
description of the lattice of closed classes for values 1 and 2 of a local recognizability parameter, and determine themaximal
proper classes for higher values of this parameter. Although we deal here with classes closely related to those studied in [3],
the hierarchy of lattices of closed classes will not be the same, due to the closure conditions being different.
The functions we study are maps from a discrete hypercube Bn, where B = {0, 1} and n ≥ 1, to the ordered field R of
real numbers. These are called pseudo-Boolean functions. If f : Bn → R, then f is said to be n-ary (unary, binary, ternary for
n = 1, 2, 3). The importance of these functions in combinatorial applications arises from the fact that they represent set
functions, i.e. real-valued functions defined on a finite power set P (S), via the canonical bijection between P ({1, . . . , n})
and Bn. The pseudo-Boolean function formalism, however, where the domain Bn is a subset ofRn, has distinct advantages of
representation. It is well known (see Hammer and Rudeanu [6]), that every n-ary pseudo-Boolean function is represented
by a unique multilinear polynomial in n indeterminates. For instance, the binary function given by
(0, 0) 7→ 1, (1, 0) 7→ 0, (0, 1) 7→ 1, (1, 1) 7→ 2, (1)
is represented by 2xy−x+1. Themonomials appearing in the canonical expression of the polynomial are called themonomial
terms of the given pseudo-Boolean function. Note that for fixed n the set R(B
n) of all n-ary functions has a ring structure
inherited from R. In fact this ring is isomorphic to the quotient of R[x1, . . . , xn] by the ideal (x12 − x1, . . . , xn2 − xn).
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The degree of a monomial term in the polynomial representation of a pseudo-Boolean function f is the number of
indeterminates xi appearing in it, and the degree of f is the maximum degree of its monomial terms. Functions of degree at
most 1 (respectively 2) are called linear (respectively quadratic).
Boolean functions can be identified with those pseudo-Boolean functions f whose values are limited to {0, 1}. Among all
pseudo-Boolean functions these are characterized by the equation f 2 = f . For each n ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ n, a particular role is
played to the n-ary Boolean function
(a1, . . . , an) 7→ ai.
This function is often called ith projection or ith variable, and denoted by xi, the same symbol as the one used for the ith
indeterminate, which is in fact its polynomial representation. In general, we freely refer to the polynomial representation of
a function as ‘‘the function’’ itself. The ambiguity of whether a polynomial such as 2xy−x+1 represents the binary function
(1) or perhaps a ternary function (since 2xy − x + 1 can be interpreted as belonging to R[x, y, z]), will be either resolved
from the context or does not need to be resolved. Finally, throughout this paper ‘‘function’’ shall mean ‘‘pseudo-Boolean
function’’.
For an n-ary function f , a variable xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is said to be effective (or essential) if there are two distinct vectors in Bn
differing in the ith coordinate only on which f takes different values. If this is not the case, then xi is said to be an ineffective
(or inessential, or dummy) variable. The function f is said to be essentially m-ary (0 ≤ m ≤ n), if it has at most m essential
variables.
The set of n-ary functions is partially ordered by the relation
g ≤ f ⇔ ∀v ∈ B g(v) ≤ f (v) in R.
In particular wemay compare a function with a real number, representing a constant function. A function f is called positive
(respectively negative) if f ≥ 0 (respectively f ≤ 0); and we say that f is strictly positive or negative if in addition to being
positive or negative, f never takes the value 0. Recall now that Bn has a Boolean lattice structure, given by the order
(v1, . . . , vn) ≤ (w1, . . . , wn)⇐⇒ ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n vi ≤ wi.
We shall use v ∨w and juxtaposition vw to denote the join and meet operations in Bn. The function f is called increasing if
∀v,w ∈ Bn v ≤ w⇒ f (v) ≤ f (w),
it is called decreasing if
∀v,w ∈ Bn v ≤ w⇒ f (v) ≥ f (w),
it is called supermodular if
∀v,w ∈ Bn f (v)+ f (w) ≤ f (vw)+ f (v ∨ w),
and it is called submodular if
∀v,w ∈ Bn f (v)+ f (w) ≥ f (vw)+ f (v ∨ w).
Both supermodular and submodular functions have been extensively studied and have many applications in operations
research and combinatorics (see e.g. the early work of Edmonds [1], presentations of this general theory by Fujishige [4],
Lovasz [8], Topkis [14], Narayanan [11] and recent papers by Fleischer, Fujishige, Iwata [7] and Schrijver [13], aswell as a body
of significant research referenced in these). Note that a function is constant if and only if it is both increasing and decreasing,
and it is linear if and only if it is both supermodular and submodular. Another interesting combination of classes of functions
is the class of polymatroid functions, which are precisely the increasing submodular functions f satisfying f (0) = 0
(see e.g. Lovasz [8]).
For a function f and constant c , the function f + c is called a translate of f . Thus the increasing submodular functions are
precisely the translates of polymatroid functions.
Let f be an n-ary function and xi the ith variable for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The derivative of f with respect to xi, denoted df /dxi,
is defined, without reference to convergence, as in Grabisch, Marichal and Roubens [5] and in [3], as the n-ary function g
given by
g(v1, . . . , vi−1, vi, vi+1, . . . , vn) = f (v1, . . . , vi−1, 1, vi+1, . . . , vn)− f (v1, . . . , vi−1, 0, vi+1, . . . , vn). (2)
Thus xi is an ineffective variable of df /dxi. Note that f has a unique expression
f = f1 + xif2
where f1, f2 both have ineffective ith variable, and in this expression f2 is precisely df /dxi. It follows that the polynomial
representation of df /dxi is obtained from that of f by derivation of formal polynomials (as this operation is usually defined
in R[x1, . . . , xn]), and also by analytical differentiation of the corresponding polynomial functions Rn → R.
If xi1 , . . . , xim is any sequence of m distinct variables of f , then the mth order derivative of f with respect to xi1 , . . . , xim
is obtained by taking derivatives successively with respect to xi1 , then xi2 , and so on until xim . The order in which the m
variables are taken actually does not matter. Note that f has a unique expression
f = f1 + xi1 · · · xim f2,
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where each xij is ineffective in f2 and the monomial xi1 · · · xim does not divide any monomial term of f1. In this expression f2
is precisely themth order derivative of f with respect to the given variables. It will also be denoted by dmf /dxi1 · · · dxim .
Throughout this paper by a (proper) class of functions we mean any (proper) subset of the set
⋃{R(Bn) : n ≥ 1} of all
pseudo-Boolean functions. If C is such a class, we define the class−C = {−f : f ∈ C}, and we note that
C ⊆ C ′ ⇐⇒ −C ⊆ −C ′.
2. Closed classes of local character
We shall introduce now a concept of closed classes of functions and a local character concept of a class. The class of
increasing functions, and that of submodular functions will serve as models in this discussion. The closure conditions and
the concept of local character overlap with, and have similarities to, those considered in [3]. However, while both sets of
closure conditions include closure under conic combinations, the conditions in [3] do not include topological closure, involve
a weaker form of closure under minors, but they also involve a stronger form of local closure.
The setR(B
n) of n-ary functions is a 2n-dimensional real vector space under the usual addition of real-valued functions and
the usual multiplication of a function by a real scalar. If f and g are two n-ary functions, then the polynomial representation
of f + g is the sum of the respective polynomial representations of f and g , and for any real constant c , the polynomial
representation of cf is c times the polynomial representation of f . In the vector spaceR(B
n)we shall be particularly interested
in conic combinations, i.e. linear combinations with non-negative coefficients.
There are two natural norms on the vector space R(B
n). One is given by
‖f ‖ =
√∑
v∈Bn
f (v)2,
while for the other ‖f ‖ is the square root of the sum of the squares of the coefficients of the polynomial representation of
f . It is well known that all norms on RE (where E is any finite set) are topologically equivalent, i.e. the identity function on
RE is a homeomorphism between the topological spaces defined by any two norms. Thus we may refer to convergence and
topological closure unambiguously with either one of the two norms in mind.
We extend to pseudo-Boolean functions four operations used by Maltsev [9] in the study of classes of functions closed
under composition. These operations were also considered in same recent studies of Boolean functions (e.g. Wang and
Williams [15,16]). Let f be an n-ary function.
(a) If n ≥ 2 then the (n− 1)-ary function diag f , defined by
(diag f )(x1, . . . , xn−1) = f (x1, . . . , xn−1, xn−1)
is said to be obtained from f by diagonalization.
(b) For any permutation σ of {1, . . . , n}, the n-ary function f σ , defined by
f σ (x1, . . . , xn) = f (xσ(1), . . . , xσ(n))
is said to be obtained from f by permutation of variables.
(c) The (n+ 1)-ary function cyl f , defined by
(cyl f )(x1, . . . , xn, xn+1) = f (x1, . . . , xn)
is said to be obtained from f by cylindrification.
(d) For any c ∈ B and 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the n-ary function f ci , defined by
f ci (x1, . . . , xi−1, xi, xi+1, . . . , xn) = f (x1, . . . , xi−1, c, xi+1, . . . , xn)
is said to be obtained from f by fixing the variable xi to the constant value c.
In this paper, we call a function g a minor of f if g can be obtained from f by diagonalization, permutation of variables,
cylindrification, fixing a variable to a constant, or any combination and repetition of these operations, carried out in any
order. If f is a minor of g , or g is a minor of f , obtained by variable permutations and cylindrifications alone, then f and g are
said to be equivalent functions. (This is indeed an equivalence relation.)
For Boolean functions, diagonalization is sometimes called identification of (the last two) variables, cylindrification is
also called addition of an ineffective (dummy) variable, and the fixing of a variable to a particular value is also called a partial
assignment. For variations on definitions and terminology, see e.g. Poschel and Kaluznin [12] and Ekin, Foldes, Hammer and
Hellerstein [2].
In what follows, a classK of functions is said to be closed ifK is closed under the formation of minors, and if for every n,
the setK ∩ R(Bn) is closed under conic combinations, contains all constant functions Bn → R, and is closed topologically.
Note that if a function f belongs to some closed classK , then every function g that is equivalent to f also belongs toK .
In this paper, a class K of functions will be said to have local character k, where k is a positive integer, if every n-ary
function f not in K has an essentially k-ary minor g , obtained from f by fixing of variables alone, such that g 6∈ K . This
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means essentially that non-membership in the class can be detected by examining restrictions to m-dimensional faces of
the hypercube form ≤ k. Note that a classK has local character k if and only if−K has local character k. Note further that
if a class has local character k, then it also has local character l, for every l ≥ k.
Examples. The class of increasing functions is a closed class of local character 1. Submodular functions constitute a closed
class of local character 2. For any integer k ≥ 0, the class of functions of degree at most k is a closed class of local character
k+ 1.
The four properties of (i) closure under conic combinations, (ii) topological closure, (iii) closure under formation of
minors, and (iv) local character k are independent of each other, in the sense that none of them is implied by the others. To
see this, consider the following four classes:
1. LetK be the class of functions for which each of the first order derivatives is either strictly positive or is the constant
zero. ThenK has local character 2, and it is closed under the formation of minors. For every n, the setK ∩R(Bn) is closed
under conic combinations, but not closed topologically.
2. LetK be the class of functions for which all derivatives of any order are positive. ThenK is closed under the formation
of minors, and for every n, the setK ∩ R(Bn) is closed under conic combinations, and closed topologically. However,K
does not have local character k for any k ≥ 1.
3. The classK of Boolean functions is closed under taking minors, and for every n, the setK ∩R(Bn) is closed topologically.
Obviously K has local character 1 (and therefore local character k for all k ≥ 1). However, the setsK ∩ R(Bn) are not
closed under conic combinations.
4. LetK be the class of symmetric functions, i.e. functions f such that for every applicable permutation σ , f σ = f . It is not
difficult to see that K has local character 2. Also every set K ∩ R(Bn) is closed under conic combinations, and is also
closed topologically. However,K is not closed under taking minors (as shown by an appropriate minor of the function
xy+ xz + yz).
For every k ≥ 1, the closed classes of local character k form a closure system on the set of all pseudo-Boolean functions,
and therefore they form a lattice. The next two sections will discuss this lattice for k = 1, 2. In these two cases the lattice
will be seen to be finite. The last section will show that for each k ≥ 3, the lattice of closed classes of local character k has
only a finite number of co-atoms (maximal proper closed classes of local character k), and these will be described explicitly.
For k ≥ 3, we do not know if the entire lattice is actually finite or infinite.
3. Closed classes of local character 1
Theorem 3.1. There are exactly 4 closed classes of pseudo-Boolean functions of local character 1 :
(i) the class F of all pseudo-Boolean functions,
(ii) the class C of all constant functions,
(iii) the class M+ of all increasing functions,
(iv) the class M− of all decreasing functions.
Ordered by inclusion, these classes form a lattice as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Fig. 1.
Proof. The closure conditions, as well as the local character 1 of each of these classes can be easily verified. Also, the four
classes are obviously distinct.
To prove that there are no other closed classes of local character 1, we assume that, on the contrary,K is such a class,
different from F , C,M+,M−, and we shall derive from this a contradiction.
SinceK 6= C , the classK contains a non-constant function f , which must have a non-constant unary minor of the form
a+ bx, b 6= 0. If b > 0, then bx ∈ K , and therefore ( 1b )bx = x is inK , implying that all functions of the form c + dx, d ≥ 0
belong to K . Since every essentially monadic minor of every increasing function is of this form, local character 1 implies
M+ ⊆ K . Similarly, if b < 0, then−x ∈ K and we can conclude analogously thatM− ⊆ K .
IfM+ ⊆ K , then the inclusion must be strict, i.e.,K also contains a non-increasing function f . This function f must have
a non-increasing unary minor, which will have the form a+ bx, b < 0. It follows that−x ∈ K , and since x ∈ M+ which is
included inK , all functions of the form c + dx, d ∈ R, belong toK . In other words, all essentially unary functions are inK .
In view of local character 1,K = F , which is a contradiction.
The caseM− ⊆ K is handled similarly. 
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4. The 13 closed classes of local character 2
It is easy to see that the four classes of increasing, decreasing, supermodular and submodular functions, denoted
respectively by M+,M−, S+ and S−, are closed classes of local character 2. For M+ and M− this was already pointed out
in Section 2. For S+ and S− some of the relevant facts are discussed by Marshall and Olkin [10] where some earlier sources
are also referenced, and by Topkis [14], who uses a different terminology.
As the intersection of any set of closed classes of local character 2 is again such a class, for each of the 16 subsets of
{M+,M−, S+, S−} we can form an intersection which will be a closed class of local character 2. For the empty subset of
{M+,M−, S+, S−} we get the class F of all functions, and for the full four-element subset we get the class C of constant
functions. However, for the subset {M+,M−}wealso getC . In fact there are not 16, but only 13distinct intersections obtained
in this way. In addition to the six classes F ,M+,M−, S+, S−, C , we find the following classes:
• increasing supermodular functions (denotedM+S+),
• increasing submodular functions (denotedM+S−),
• decreasing supermodular functions (denotedM−S+),
• decreasing submodular functions (denotedM−S−),
• linear functions (denoted L),
• increasing linear functions (denotedM+L),
• decreasing linear functions (denotedM−L).
By considering the functions x, xy and x+ y− xy, and their negatives, these 13 classes are easily seen to be distinct. They
form the inclusion-ordered lattice illustrated in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2.
The main result of this paper, which will be established in this section, states that there are no other closed classes of
local character 2 than the 13 classes of Fig. 2. For this we shall first need some technical lemmas.
Lemma 4.1. LetK be a closed class of local character 2 , and assume that for some δ ≥ 0 the binary function f = x+y+(δ−1)xy
belongs toK . If δ < 1 then x+ y− xy ∈ K , and if δ > 1 then xy ∈ K .
Proof. If δ = 0 then clearly the statement holds. Assume therefore that δ > 0. Consider the ternary function
f3 = x+ y+ z + (δ − 1)(xy+ xz + yz)+ (δ − 1)2xyz.
Every minor of f3 obtained by fixing the value of one variable is equivalent to f or to 1+ δf . Thus every such minor is inK
and, in view ofK ’s local character 2, it follows that f3 ∈ K . Let σ be the transposition (1, 2). Then, the binary function
(diag f3)+ (diag f3)σ = (δ + 2)(x+ y)+ (2δ2 − 2)xy
is also inK , and multiplying this function by 1/(2+ δ)we obtain the function
f2 = x+ y+ (δ − 1)2δ + 2
δ + 2 xy
which belongs also toK .
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If δ < 1, then f2 = x + y + (δ′ − 1)xy, with 0 < δ′ < δ < 1, and there is no smallest positive  for which
x+y+(−1)xy ∈ K . However, if 0 is the greatest lower bound of all such ’s, then by topological closure x+y+(0−1)xy
is inK . Therefore we must have 0 = 0 and x+ y− xy ∈ K , as claimed.
If 1 < δ, then f2 = x+y+(δ′−1)xywith δ < δ′, and there is no greatest positiveµ for which x+y+(µ−1)xy ∈ K . Due
to topological closure, this implies that the set of all such µ’s is unbounded from above. For large positive µ, the function
1
µ− 1 (x+ y+ (µ− 1)xy) =
1
µ− 1x+
1
µ− 1y+ xy (3)
is also inK , and as µ tends to infinity, (3) converges to xy. Thus by topological closure, xy is inK , as claimed. 
Corollary 4.1. Let K be a closed class of local character 2 , and assume that for some δ ≥ 0 the binary function g =
−x− y− (δ − 1)xy belongs toK . If δ < 1, then−x− y+ xy ∈ K , and if δ > 1, then−xy ∈ K .
Proof. Apply Lemma 4.1 to the negative class−K and the function f = −g . 
Lemma 4.2. If a closed classK of local character 2 contains the unary function−x and a binary function of the form ax+by+cxy,
c < 0, then it contains all decreasing submodular functions.
Proof. By permutation of variables, both ax + by + cxy (c < 0) and bx + ay + cxy belong to K , and so does their sum
(a + b)x + (a + b)y + 2cxy. Dividing by the positive number −2c , we conclude that K contains a function of the form
tx+ ty− xy, t ∈ R. We need to distinguish two cases.
If t ≥ 0, then
−xy = t(−x)+ t(−y)+ (tx+ ty− xy)
is inK . As−x,−xy ∈ K , every function of the form bx+ cy+ dxy, with b, c, d ≤ 0 is inK . Since every essentially binary
minor of every decreasing submodular function is a translate of a function of this form, by local character 2 every decreasing
submodular function is inK , i.e. M−S− ⊆ K .
If t < 0 thenK contains−x− y+ 1t xy, which is of the form−x− y− (δ− 1)xy, with δ > 1. Therefore, by Corollary 4.1,−xy ∈ K . As in the case t ≥ 0, from−x,−xy ∈ K we concludeM−S− ⊆ K . 
Lemma 4.3. If some closed class of local character 2 contains the unary function x and a binary function of the form ax+by+cxy,
c < 0, then it contains all increasing submodular functions.
Proof. By permutation of variables, both ax + by + cxy (c < 0) and bx + ay + cxy belong to K , and so does their sum,
(a+ b)x+ (a+ b)y+ 2cxy. Dividing by the positive number−2c , we conclude thatK contains some function of the form
tx+ ty− xy, t ∈ R. We need to distinguish two cases.
If t ≤ 0 thenK contains the positive multiple−tx and the equivalent function−ty, and thus
−xy = (−tx)+ (−ty)+ (tx+ ty− xy) ∈ K.
AsK contains x, y, and−xy, it also contains all essentially binary functions of the form bx+ cy− dxy, with b, c, d ≥ 0. Since
every essentially binaryminor of every increasing submodular function is a translate of a function of this form, if t ≤ 0, then
K contains all increasing submodular functions, as claimed.
If 0 < t then we need to distinguish further two subcases:
If 0 < t ≤ 1, then adding the functions (1 − t)x and (1 − t)y to tx + ty − xy we get x + y − xy ∈ K . Adding to this
some appropriate non-negative multiples of x, y, and multiplying by a positive scalar, we obtain inK all functions of the
form bx + cy − dxy with b, c ≥ d ≥ 0. Since every essentially binary minor of every increasing submodular function is a
translate of a function of this form, in this subcaseK contains all increasing submodular functions, as claimed.
If 1 < t , then dividing tx + ty − xy by t we get x + y − 1t xy ∈ K . But this latter function is x + y + (δ − 1)xy with
δ = 1− 1/t . Applying Lemma 4.1 (the case 0 ≤ δ < 1) yields x+ y− xy ∈ K . We conclude as in the previous subcase. 
We are now ready to state and prove the 13-class result:
Theorem 4.1. There are exactly 13 closed classes of pseudo-Boolean functions of local character 2 , namely all the distinct
intersections of the classes of increasing, decreasing, supermodular and submodular functions; these classes form the inclusion-
ordered lattice illustrated in Fig. 2.
Proof. It is clear from the preceding discussion thatwe need to showonly that there are no other classes than these thirteen.
Let us suppose that there is some closed classK of local character 2 that is not one of these 13 classes. We shall derive a
contradiction.
Observe first that−K must also be different from each of the 13 classes.
Claim 1. K contains some non-linear functions, and so does−K .
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Proof. Obviously a proof forK suffices. AsK 6= C , it contains a non-increasing function f or a non-decreasing function f . In
the former case, f has the function−x as a minor and by conic combinationK contains all functions of the form−ax− by,
with a, b ≥ 0. Since every essentially binary minor of every decreasing linear function is a translate of a function of this
form, by local character 2 the classK contains all decreasing linear functions, and as we cannot haveK = M−L, we must
have the strict inclusionK ⊃ M−L. Analogously, in the case whereK contains a non-decreasing function f , it contains x as
a minor of f , and from this we deduceK ⊃ M+L. ThusM−L ⊂ K orM+L ⊂ K . Now, if we hadK ⊆ L, then in either of the
cases M−L ⊂ K or M+L ⊂ K the classK would contain both some non-increasing and some non-decreasing functions,
hence their respectiveminors−x and x, and therefore by conic closure all linear functions, i.e. wewould have to haveK = L,
which is impossible. This proves Claim 1.
Claim 2. If K contains some non-supermodular function, then it also contains some non-submodular functions, and the same
implication holds for the class−K .
Proof. Obviously a proof forK suffices. As K contains a non-supermodular function f , by the local character 2 of S+,K
contains a minor of f of the form ax+by+ cxy, c < 0. IfK contains a non-increasing function, then it contains its minor−x,
and by Lemma 4.2, M−S− ⊆ K . IfK contains a non-decreasing function, then it contains its minor x, and by Lemma 4.3,
M+S− ⊆ K . Thus we have M−S− ⊆ K or M+S− ⊆ K . As we cannot have M−S− = K and cannot have M+S− = K ,
we cannot have K ⊆ S−, indeed, if K ⊆ S−, then K would have to contain both some non-decreasing and some non-
increasing functions, which would imply x,−x ∈ K , and hence y,−y ∈ K; via conic combinations with ax+ by+ cxy, we
would have−xy ∈ K , implying that every binary submodular function would be inK . In view of the local character of the
classK , it follows that S− ⊆ K , and thereforeK = S−, which is impossible. ThusK 6⊆ S− and Claim 2 is established.
Claim 3. If K contains some non-submodular function, then it also contains some non-supermodular functions, and the same
implication holds for the class−K .
Proof. Obviously a proof for K suffices. But if K contains a non-submodular function f , then −K contains the non-
supermodular function−f and we can apply Claim 2 to−K , concluding that−K contains some non-submodular function
g . The function−g is then non-supermodular, and it belongs toK , proving Claim 3.
Claim 4. The classK contains functions of the form ax+ by+ cxy, both with c > 0 and c < 0; the same property holds for the
class−K .
Proof. Since K 6⊆ L by Claim 1, K must contain a non-supermodular or a non-submodular function. Then Claims 2 and
3 together imply thatK contains both some non-supermodular and some non-submodular functions. We can also draw a
similar conclusion for−K . To summarize,K 6⊆ S+,K 6⊆ S−,−K 6⊆ S+, and−K 6⊆ S−. Taking appropriate binaryminors
of functions fromK \ S+ etc, we obtain functions of the form ax+ by+ cxy inK , with c < 0, and also with c > 0. The same
argument applies to the class−K , proving Claim 4.
Claim 5. If K contains a non-decreasing function, then it contains all increasing functions, and the same implication holds for
−K .
Proof. Obviously a proof forK suffices. SinceK contains a non-decreasing function, it contains x. By Lemma4.3 and Claim4,
it contains all increasing submodular functions, in particular x+ y− xy ∈ K . Claim 4 states thatK contains a function f of
the form ax+ by+ cxywith c > 0. Using a permutation of variables and averaging, we deduce thatK contains
1
2
(ax+ by+ cxy)+ 1
2
(bx+ ay+ cxy) = (a+ b)x+ (a+ b)y+ cxy.
If a+ b ≤ 0, then by adding to this function appropriate non-negative multiples of x and y, we get a function of the form
ax+ ay+ cxy, with a, c > 0
inK . Dividing by a, we get a function of the form x + y + cxy, c > 0 inK , which is of the form x + y + (δ − 1)xy, with
δ > 1. By Lemma 4.1, xy ∈ K . We can conclude now that all functions of the form
ax+ by+ cxy, with a, b, a+ c, b+ c ≥ 0 (4)
are inK: for c ≥ 0 this follows from x, y, xy ∈ K , and for c < 0 from x, y, x+ y− xy ∈ K , because
ax+ by+ cxy = (a+ c)x+ (b+ c)y+ (−c)(x+ y− xy).
But every essentially binary minor of every increasing function is a translate of a function of the form (4) and therefore, by
local character 2, we conclude that all increasing functions are inK , proving Claim 5.
Claim 6. If K contains a non-increasing function, then it contains all decreasing functions, and the same implication holds
for −K .
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Proof. Obviously a proof for K suffices. As K contains a non-increasing function f ,−K contains the non-decreasing
function−f . Applying Claim 5 to−K , we obtainM+ ⊆ −K and henceM− = −M+ ⊆ K , proving Claim 6.
SinceK is neitherM+ norM−, it follows from Claims 5 and 6 thatK contains both some non-increasing functions and
some non-decreasing functions, and so does−K:K 6⊆ M+ K 6⊆ M−,−K 6⊆ M+,−K 6⊆ M−.
Still by Claims 5 and 6,K contains all increasing functions, and also all decreasing functions. ThereforeK contains both
x and−x.
We have observed in Claim 4 thatK contains functions of the form ax+ by+ cxy, with c < 0, as well as with c > 0. Via
conic combinations with x,−x, y,−ywe get xy,−xy ∈ K .
It follows now from x,−x, xy,−xy ∈ K , via conic combinations, thatK contains all binary functions. By local character
2,K = F , which contradicts the assumption, thus proving the theorem. 
5. Maximal closed classes of higher local character
In contrast to Theorems 3.1 and 4.1, we know little about closed classes of local character 3 or higher. However, we shall
see that for every k the top of the lattice of closed classes of local character k is well behaved. It follows from Theorem 3.1
that for k = 1 there are 2 maximal proper classes, namelyM+ andM−. It follows from Theorem 4.1 that for k = 2 there are
4 maximal proper classes:M+,M−, S+, S−.
Observe thatM+ consists precisely of those functions forwhich every first order derivative is positive, andM− consists of
those functions for which every first order derivative is negative. The class S+ (respectively S−) consists of all functions for
which every second order derivative is positive (respectively negative). Generalizing these properties for anym ≥ 1, let us
say that a function f has superdegree m (respectively subdegree m) if everymth order derivative of f is positive (respectively
negative). These properties were examined in [3] and they were characterized in that paper by functional inequalities.
Let D+m and D−m denote the classes of functions of superdegreem and of subdegreem, respectively. Clearly a function has
simultaneously superdegreem and subdegreem if and only if it has degree at mostm−1, justifying the terminology. Clearly
D+1 = M+,D−1 = M−,D+2 = S+,D−2 = S−.
Theorem 5.1. For every k ≥ 1 there are 2k maximal proper closed classes of local character k,
D+1 , . . . ,D
+
k ,D
−
1 , . . . ,D
−
k ,
and every proper closed class of local character k is included in one of these.
Proof. Observe first that each D+m , l ≤ m ≤ k, as well as each D−m , is a proper class of functions, since−x1 . . . xm+1 6∈ D+m , and
D−m = −D+m . The fact that the 2k classes are pairwise distinct is also easily seen by considering appropriate monomials.
Obviously for eachm and n, the set of n-ary functions in D+m is closed under conic combinations and contains all constant
n-ary functions. Due to the continuity of the differential operators ∂
∂xi
, it is also closed topologically.
Let us verify now that D+m is closed under taking minors. Closure under cylindrification and permutation of variables is
obvious. For fixing of a variable xi to a constant c , note that if f = g+x1 · · · xmh, then f ci = gci +x1 · · · xmhci for i 6∈ {1, . . . ,m},
and h ≥ 0 implies hci ≥ 0.
As for diagonalization, let f be an n ary function, let f d be the (n− 1)-ary function diag f , and let us show that for distinct
i1, . . . , im ≤ n− 1, the derivative dmf d/dxi1 · · · dxim is positive. Let us distinguish two cases.
Case 1 . None of the i1, . . . , im is n− 1. Then with h = dmf /dxi1 · · · dxim we have,
f = g + xi1 · · · ximh
where g is uniquely determined and no monomial term of g is divisible by xi1 · · · xim . Then
f d = gd + xi1 · · · ximhd
where no monomial term of gd is divisible by xi1 · · · xim , showing that
dmf d/dxi1 · · · dxim = hd.
But hd is positive because h is positive.
Case 2 . One of the i1, . . . , im is n− 1. Without loss of generality we may assume that im = n− 1. To simplify notation, write
yj for xij , j = 1, . . . ,m. Then we can write
f = f0 + y1 · · · ymf1 + y1 · · · ymxnf2 + y1 · · · ym−1xnf3
where
f2 = dm+1f /dy1 · · · dymdxn
f1 = dm(f − y1 · · · ymxnf2)/dy1 · · · dym
f3 = dm(f − y1 · · · ymxnf2)/dy1 · · · dym−1dxn
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and f0 is uniquely determined and no monomial term of f0 is divisible either by y1 · · · ym or by y1 · · · ym−1xn. It follows that
f1 + xnf2 = dmf /dy1 · · · dym ≥ 0
ymf2 + f3 = dmf /dy1 · · · dym−1dxn ≥ 0
and therefore necessarily
f1 + f2 + f3 ≥ 0
But f1 + f2 + f3 is equivalent to dmf d/dy1 · · · dym, which is therefore positive. This completes the proof that if f ∈ Dm+ then
diag f ∈ Dm+.
Let us show that the class D+m has local character k. If f 6∈ D+m then somemth order derivative of f is not positive. Without
loss of generality, let
h = d
mf
dx1 · · · dxm 6≥ 0.
Wehave f = g+x1 . . . xmh, and by fixing the variables xm+1, . . . , xn appropriately, the correspondingminor of h is a negative
constant, say−c , while the corresponding minor of g has degree less thanm. Thus themth order derivative with respect to
x1, . . . , xm of the corresponding minor of f is the negative constant−c . Asm ≤ k, this shows that D+m has local character k.
Thus every D+m, 1 ≤ m ≤ k, is a closed class of local character k. As D−m = −D+m , D−m is also a closed class of local character
k.
The k classes D+1 , . . . ,D
+
k are distinct, because if 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k then
−x1 · · · xj−1 ∈ Dj+ \ D+i .
The fact that the k classes D−1 , . . . ,D
−
k are pairwise distinct can be seen in a similar way by using x1 · · · xj−1 instead of
−x1 · · · xj−1. Also it is clear that no D+i is equal to a D−j , because for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ m,
x1 · · · xm ∈ Di+ \ D−j .
To show that each D+m is a maximal proper class, we need to show that ifK is any closed class of local character k such
thatK ⊇ D+m and f ∈ K for some function f not in D+m , thenK = F , the class of all functions. FromK ⊇ D+m it follows
that for all i < m, −x1 . . . xi ∈ K (because −x1 · · · xi ∈ D+m), and also that for any j whatsoever, x1 . . . xj ∈ K (because
x1 · · · xj ∈ D+m). As f 6∈ D+m , we can write without loss of generality,
f = g + x1 . . . xmh
where h 6≥ 0 is the derivative of f with respect to x1, . . . , xm, and x1 . . . xm does not divide any monomial term of g . Since
h 6≥ 0 we can fix the variables xm+1, . . . , xn of f so that the corresponding minor of h becomes a constant −c < 0.
The corresponding minor g ′ of g has degree less than m, and therefore belongs to D+m and consequently to K . Thus−cx1 . . . xm ∈ K , and−x1 . . . xm ∈ K . So far we can conclude that all functions of degree at mostm are inK .
For l ≥ m+ 1, let us consider
g = −x1 . . . xl +
∑
I⊆{1,...,l}
|I|=m
∏
i∈I
xi.
We claim that everymth order derivative dmg/dxi1 · · · dxim is positive. If
{i1, . . . , im} 6⊆ {1, . . . , l}
then this derivative is constant zero, so assume
{i1, . . . , im} ⊆ {1, . . . , l}.
In that case the derivative
1−
∏
1≤i≤l
i6∈{i1,...,im}
xi (5)
is positive, as claimed, and this shows that g ∈ D+m ⊆ C. But g + x1 . . . xl has degree m, and so does −g − x1 . . . xl, which
belongs therefore also toK . But then
−x1 . . . xl = g + (−g − x1 . . . xl) ∈ K.
Thus every −x1 . . . xj, without restriction on j, belongs to K . We observed already that every x1 . . . xj is in K . We can
conclude now that all functions are inK , as claimed, proving the maximality of D+m .
The maximality of each D−m, 1 ≤ m ≤ k, follows from D−m = −D+m .
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Finally, let us prove that every proper closed class of local character k is included in one of the classesD+m orD−m , 1 ≤ m ≤ k.
(This will in particular imply that there are no maximal classes other than the D+m,D−m .) We need to show that if a closed
classK of local character k is not included in any of the D+m , D−m , thenK = F .
Due to the local character k ofK , the equalityK = F can be established by showing that for every 1 ≤ m ≤ k, both
x1 . . . xm and−x1 . . . xm belong toK . We shall prove this by contradiction.
Let m be the smallest m for which the claim fails. We have either x1 . . . xm 6∈ K or −x1 . . . xm 6∈ K . Consider the latter
possibility first. The non-inclusionK 6⊆ D+m means that for some f ∈ K some mth order derivative h of f is not positive.
Without loss of generality this means that
f = g + x1 . . . xmh
where the first m variables are inessential in h, h 6≥ 0, and x1 . . . xm does not divide any monomial term of g . Let us fix the
variables xm+1, . . . , xn so that the resulting minor of h is a constant−c < 0, while the resulting minor of g has degree less
thanm. The negative of this minor does also have degree less thanm, and belongs thus toK , by the minimality assumption
on m. Therefore −cx1 . . . xm ∈ K , and dividing by c we get −x1 . . . xm ∈ K , which contradicts our assumption. The case
x1 . . . xm 6∈ K is handled analogously, using the non-inclusionK 6⊆ D−m . 
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